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MCCI office 
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The Ambassador of the European Union (EU) Delegation to Bangladesh Charles Whiteley visited the Gulshan office of 

Metropolitan Chamber of Commerce and Industry (MCCI), Dhaka on Wednesday. The Ambassador was warmly 

received by a team from the members of the MCCI's Board of Directors led by its President Md. Saiful Islam (3rd from 

right).  

The Ambassador of the European Union (EU) Delegation to Bangladesh Charles Whiteley, 

visited the Gulshan office of Metropolitan Chamber of Commerce and Industry (MCCI), 

Dhaka on Wednesday, said a statement.  

The Ambassador was warmly received by a team from the members of the MCCI's Board of 

Directors led by its President Mr. Md. Saiful Islam. The other members of the team were 

Senior Vice President Mr. Kamran T. Rahman, Vice President Mr. Habibullah N. Karim, 

members of the Board of Directors Mr. Anis A. Khan, Mr. Syed Tareque Md. Ali, and 

Secretary-General and CEO Mr. Farooq Ahmed.  



The President thanked the Ambassador and deeply appreciated the role and contribution of 

the EU in the socio-economic development of Bangladesh. MCCI President categorically 

mentioned the benefits received by Bangladesh through the EU's EBA (Everything But 

Arms) programme which has significantly helped the country to reduce poverty, strengthen 

women empowerment and make visible progress in social development.  

Highlighting the excitement of LDC graduation, MCCI President also mentioned the 

challenges of the graduation and Bangladesh's joining the club of Middle Income Country 

(MIC) by 2026. President expressed his concerns of tariff escalation after the graduation, and 

requested for extended transitional support and continuation of the EBA for a reasonable 

period in order to attain a sustainable graduation.  

MCCI further mentioned Bangladesh's commitment on the EU road map concerning labour 

standards and workers rights. It was also assured that amendment of labour laws, rules 

including addressing concerns of the EPZ law have been a continuous process and 

Bangladesh is steadfast in taking correct steps on all relevant issues. MCCI team discussed 

EU's possible engagement with service sector in Bangladesh. Bangladesh possesses a huge 

pool of IT professionals and many of the EU member countries could tap into this resource 

pool for mutual benefit especially for emerging technologies such as blockchain, artificial 

intelligence and internet of things.  

The Ambassador was very receptive and keen to deeply interact on all issues of mutual 

interest. He also emphasized on the capacity building of public, private, civil society 

organizations which will be needed for maintaining sustainability of the LDC graduation 

process. He assured that EU would look into the concerns very pragmatically. The 

Ambassador praised Bangladesh's economic transformation and its high-quality exportable 

products to the region.  

The EU Ambassador mentioned that there were untapped areas of cooperation where many 

of the member countries of EU might be able to collaborate on rendering technical support 

like renewable energy, skills development, up-skilling and re-skilling, some special 

programmes for high tech jobs etc.  

The Ambassador expressed his willingness to promote EU investment in Bangladesh and was 

ready to provide feedback and assistance in improving Bangladesh's business climate. The 

Ambassador assured of EU's continued support and assistance to Bangladesh's 

developmental pursuits and sustainable LDC-graduation. 
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The European Union will keep supporting Bangladesh to help the South Asian country make 

sustainable graduation from the grouping of least-developed countries. 

Charles Whiteley, the EU's ambassador to Bangladesh, gave this assurance in a meeting with Md 

Saiful Islam, president of the Metropolitan Chamber of Commerce and Industry (MCCI), at the 

latter's office in Dhaka's Gulshan yesterday, according to a press release. 

Whiteley said there are untapped areas of cooperation where many EU member countries might be 

able to collaborate with Bangladesh to render technical support on various aspects, such as 

renewable energy and skills development. 

Addressing the meeting, Islam highlighted the challenges of LDC graduation and Bangladesh's 

joining the club of middle-income countries by 2026. 

Islam also expressed concerns about the tariff escalation after the country's LDC graduation and 

urged the EU to extend transitional support and the Everything but Arms (EBA) initiative for a 

reasonable period to attain sustainable graduation. 

Responding to Islam's call, Whiteley assured that the EU would look into the concerns very 

pragmatically. 

Praising Bangladesh's economic transformation and its high-quality exportable products, the 

ambassador expressed his willingness to promote EU investment in Bangladesh and provide 

feedback and assistance in improving the country's business climate. 

During the meeting, Islam categorically mentioned the benefits received by Bangladesh through the 

EU's EBA initiative, which has significantly helped the country make visible progress in social 

development through poverty reduction and women empowerment. 

Highlighting Bangladesh's commitment to the EU's roadmap concerning labour standards and 

workers' rights, Islam assured that the laws regarding labour at export processing zones are 

continuously being amended as Bangladesh is steadfast in taking correct steps on all relevant issues. 



He also discussed the EU's possible engagement with the local service sector. 

Bangladesh possesses a huge pool of IT professionals and many EU member countries could tap into 

this resource for mutual benefits, especially for emerging technologies such as blockchain, artificial 

intelligence and the internet of things, Islam added.  
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Ambassador of the European Union (EU) in Bangladesh Charles Whiteley has assured of EU’s 

continued support and assistance to Bangladesh’s developmental pursuits and sustainable LDC-

graduation. 

Charles Whiteley said this during a visit to the Gulshan office of Metropolitan Chamber of 

Commerce and Industry (MCCI), Dhaka on February 16, said a press release. 

The Ambassador was warmly received by a team from the members of the MCCI’s Board of 

Directors led by its President Md Saiful Islam. 



The other members of the team were Senior Vice President Kamran T Rahman, Vice President 

Habibullah N Karim, members of the Board of Directors Anis A Khan, Syed Tareque Md Ali, and 

Secretary-General and CEO Farooq Ahmed. 

The president thanked the ambassador and deeply appreciated the role and contribution of the EU in 

the socio-economic development of Bangladesh. 

MCCI President categorically mentioned the benefits received by Bangladesh through the EU’s EBA 

(Everything But Arms) programme which has significantly helped the country to reduce poverty, 

strengthen women empowerment and make visible progress in social development. 

Highlighting the excitement of LDC graduation, MCCI President also mentioned the challenges of 

the graduation and Bangladesh’s joining the club of Middle Income Country (MIC) by 2026. 

The MCCI president expressed his concerns about tariff escalation after the graduation and requested 

extended transitional support and continuation of the EBA for a reasonable period in order to attain 

sustainable graduation. 

MCCI further mentioned Bangladesh’s commitment on the EU road map concerning labour 

standards and workers’ rights. 

It was also assured that amendment of labour laws, rules including addressing concerns of the EPZ 

law have been a continuous process and Bangladesh is steadfast in taking correct steps on all relevant 

issues. 

MCCI team discussed EU’s possible engagement with the service sector in Bangladesh. Bangladesh 

possesses a huge pool of IT professionals and many of the EU member countries could tap into this 

resource pool for mutual benefit especially for emerging technologies such as blockchain, artificial 

intelligence and internet of things (IoT). 

The ambassador was very receptive and keen to deeply interact on all issues of mutual interest. 

He also emphasized the capacity building of public, private, civil society organizations which will be 

needed for maintaining the sustainability of the LDC graduation process. 

He assured that the EU would look into the concerns very pragmatically. 

The ambassador praised Bangladesh’s economic transformation and its high-quality exportable 

products to the region. 

The EU ambassador mentioned that there were untapped areas of cooperation where many of the 

member countries of the EU might be able to collaborate on rendering technical support like 

renewable energy, skills development, up-skilling and re-skilling, some special programmes for high 

tech jobs etc. 

The ambassador expressed his willingness to promote EU investment in Bangladesh and was ready 

to provide feedback and assistance in improving Bangladesh’s business climate. 

MCCI President handed over a few recent publications of MCCI including Bangladesh Business 

Climate Index, a very recent publication which will be helpful to assess the current business situation 

in the country and will also promote the ‘ease of doing businesses’. 



Finally, both sides unanimously agreed to have more frequent interactions and exchange views on a 

regular basis. 
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EU envoy for raising capacity to sustain 

progress after LDC graduation  

The ambassador pays a courtesy visit to the MCCI office in the capital on 
Wednesday  

 
                             Charles Whiteley (Photo: Collected)  

Lauding the rapid development of Bangladesh, Ambassador of the European Union Delegation 

in Dhaka Charles Whiteley has urged the country to build capacity for sustaining the economic 

progress after its transition from the least developed country (LDC) status in 2026. 

"Increasing capacities of public and private sectors as well as civil society organisations is crucial for 

maintaining sustainable economic progress after the LDC graduation," he said while paying a 

courtesy visit to the Metropolitan Chamber of Commerce and Industry (MCCI) office in the capital's 

Gulshan area on Wednesday. 

The EU Ambassador said there were some untapped areas of cooperation, where EU member 

countries could help Bangladesh produce skilled manpower, particularly for high-tech jobs. He also 

expressed his keen interest in further promoting EU investment in the country. 

MCCI President Md Saiful Islam, Senior Vice-President Kamran T Rahman, Vice-President 

Habibullah N Karim, and other senior office-bearers were present at the event. 

The MCCI president thanked the Ambassador and appreciated the role and contribution of the EU in 

the socio-economic development of Bangladesh. He categorically mentioned the benefits received by 

Bangladesh through the EU's Everything But Arms programme which had significantly helped the 

country to reduce poverty, strengthen women empowerment and make visible progress in social 

development. 



Highlighting the potentials and challenges of the LDC graduation, MCCI President expressed his 

concern over the probable tariff escalation of EU countries for Bangladesh and requested the envoy 

for the continuation of the EBA for a reasonable period to attain a sustainable graduation. 
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     European Union Delegation to Bangladesh Charles whitley visited MCCI office on February 16,     

     2022 — Courtesy Photo  

European Union (EU) Delegation to Bangladesh Ambassador Charles Whiteley has praised 

Bangladesh’s recent economic transformation and its ability to produce quality exportable 

products in the region.  

He made the statement while meeting the Board of Directors of Metropolitan Chamber of Commerce 

and Industry (MCCI) at Gulshan office in Dhaka on Wednesday, said a press release. 

The EU envoy was received by MCCI members, led by its President Md Saiful Islam. 

During the visit, Whiteley emphasized the capacity building of public, private, civil society 

organizations which will be needed for maintaining the sustainability of the LDC graduation process. 

Assuring that EU would look into the concerns very pragmatically, he mentioned that there were 

untapped areas of cooperation where many of the member countries of the EU might be able to 



collaborate on rendering technical support like renewable energy, skills development, up-skilling and 

re-skilling, some special programmes for high tech jobs, among others. 

Whiteley also expressed his willingness to promote EU investment in Bangladesh and was ready to 

provide feedback and assistance in improving Bangladesh’s business climate. 

The ambassador assured of the EU’s continued support and assistance to Bangladesh’s 

developmental pursuits and sustainable LDC graduation. 

Meanwhile, MCCI President Md Saiful Islam thanked the ambassador and deeply appreciated the 

role and contribution of the EU in the socio-economic development of Bangladesh. 

He categorically mentioned the benefits received by Bangladesh through the EU’s EBA programme 

which has significantly helped the country to reduce poverty, strengthen women empowerment and 

make visible progress in social development. 

MCCI further mentioned Bangladesh’s commitment on the EU road map concerning labour 

standards and workers rights. 

MCCI team also discussed EU’s possible engagement with the service sector in Bangladesh. 

Finally, both sides unanimously agreed to have more frequent interactions and exchange views on a 

regular basis. 
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The Ambassador of the European Union (EU) Delegation to Bangladesh Charles Whiteley, visited the Gulshan office    

of Metropolitan Chamber of Commerce and Industry (MCCI) in Dhaka on Wednesday, says a press release. 

https://www.jagonews24.com/en/national/news/60407


The Ambassador was warmly received by a team from the members of the MCCI’s Board of 

Directors led by its President Md. Saiful Islam. The other members of the team were Senior 

Vice President Kamran T. Rahman, Vice President Habibullah N. Karim, members of the 

Board of Directors Anis A. Khan, Syed Tareque Md. Ali and Secretary-General and CEO 

Farooq Ahmed.   

The President thanked the Ambassador and deeply appreciated the role and contribution of 

the EU in the socio-economic development of Bangladesh. MCCI President categorically 

mentioned the benefits received by Bangladesh through the EU’s EBA (Everything But 

Arms) programme which has significantly helped the country to reduce poverty, strengthen 

women empowerment and make visible progress in social development.  

Highlighting the excitement of LDC graduation, MCCI President also mentioned the 

challenges of the graduation and Bangladesh’s joining the club of Middle Income Country 

(MIC) by 2026. President expressed his concerns of tariff escalation after the graduation, and 

requested for extended transitional support and continuation of the EBA for a reasonable 

period in order to attain a sustainable graduation.  

MCCI further mentioned Bangladesh’s commitment on the EU road map concerning labour 

standards and workers’ rights. It was also assured that amendment of labour laws, rules 

including addressing concerns of the EPZ law have been a continuous process and 

Bangladesh is steadfast in taking correct steps on all relevant issues. MCCI team discussed 

EU’s possible engagement with service sector in Bangladesh. Bangladesh possesses a huge 

pool of IT professionals and many of the EU member countries could tap into this resource 

pool for mutual benefit especially for emerging technologies such as block chain, artificial 

intelligence and internet of things.   

The Ambassador was very receptive and keen to deeply interact on all issues of mutual 

interest. He also emphasized on the capacity building of public, private, civil society 

organizations which will be needed for maintaining sustainability of the LDC graduation 

process. He assured that EU would look into the concerns very pragmatically. The 

Ambassador praised Bangladesh’s economic transformation and its high-quality exportable 

products to the region.  

The EU Ambassador mentioned that there were untapped areas of cooperation where many 

of the member countries of EU might be able to collaborate on rendering technical support 

like renewable energy, skills development, up-skilling and re-skilling, some special 

programmes for high tech jobs etc.  

The Ambassador expressed his willingness to promote EU investment in Bangladesh and was 

ready to provide feedback and assistance in improving Bangladesh’s business climate. The 

Ambassador assured of EU’s continued support and assistance to Bangladesh’s 

developmental pursuits and sustainable LDC-graduation. 

MCCI President handed over a few recent publications of MCCI including Bangladesh 

Business Climate Index, a very recent publication which will be helpful to assess current 

business situation in the country and will also promote the ‘ease of doing businesses’.  

Finally both sides unanimously agreed to have more frequent interactions and exchange 

views on a regular basis.  
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বাাংলাদেদশ ইউদিাপীয ইউণিযদিি িাষ্ট্রেতূ চাল লস ড াযাইটণল আজ্ বুধবাি ডেদরাপণলটি ডচম্বাি অব 

কোদস লি (এেণসণসআই) গুলশাি কার্ লালয সেি কদিি। কার্ লালদয ইইউ িাষ্ট্রেতূদক উষ্ণ অভ্যর্ লিা 

জ্ািাি এেণসণসআইদযি সভ্াপণত ডো. সাইেুল ইসলাে। এ সেয বাাংলাদেদশি আর্ লসাোজজ্ক 

উন্নযদি ইইউদযি ভূ্ণেকাি কর্া স্মিি কদিি ণতণি। এ ছাড়া ইউদিাপীয ইউণিযি বাাংলাদেশদক অস্ত্র 

ছাড়া আি সব পিয িপ্তাণিি ডর্ সুদর্াগ ণেদযদছ, তা বাাংলাদেদশি োণিদ্র্য ণবদোচি, িািীি ক্ষেতাযি 

ও সাোজজ্ক উন্নযদি ডর্ ভূ্ণেকা পালি কদিদছ, তাি কর্া ণবদশষভ্াদব স্মিি কদিি সাইেুল ইসলাে। 

২০২৬ সাদলি েদধয বাাংলাদেদশি এলণেণস উত্তিি  দব। একই সদে উচ্চেধযে আদযি ডেদশ পণিিত 

 দব বাাংলাদেশ। এই দ্বৈত উত্তিদিি পি বাাংলাদেদশি িপ্তাণিপদিয উচ্চ শুল্ক আদিাণপত  দব বদল 

আশঙ্কা প্রকাশ কদিি এেণসণসআইদযি সভ্াপণত। ডেদশি ডটকসই উত্তিদিি লদক্ষয ণতণি 

ক্রাণিকালীি স াযতা প্রতযাশা কদিি। ডটকসই উত্তিদিি জ্িয ইণবএি ডেযাে ণকছুণেি বৃজি কিা 

 দব বদলও প্রতযাশা কদিি ণতণি। 

ইইউ িাষ্ট্রেতূ চাল লস ড াযাইটণল বাাংলাদেদশি উন্নযদিি প্রশাংসা কদিি। ইউদিাদপ বাাংলাদেশ ডর্ 

উচ্চোদিি পিয িপ্তাণি কিদছ, তাি প্রশাংসাও কদিি ণতণি। বদলি, বাাংলাদেদশি সদে ইউদিাপীয 

ইউণিযদিি স দর্াণগতাি আিও অদিক ডক্ষত্র অিাণবষৃ্কত িদয ডগদছ। িবাযিদর্াগয জ্বালাণি, েক্ষতা 

উন্নযি, উচ্চ প্ররু্জি—এসব খাদত ডর্ৌর্ভ্াদব কাজ্ কিাি অবকাশ আদছ। 

এ সেয ইইউ িাষ্ট্রেতূ বাাংলাদেদশি উন্নযদি স দর্াণগতা অবযা ত িাখাি কর্া বদলি। 



এ সেয উপণিত ণছদলি সাংগঠদিি ডজ্যষ্ঠ স সভ্াপণত কােিাি টট ি োি, স সভ্াপণত  াণববুল্লা  

এি কণিে, পষ লে সেসযদেি েদধয আণিস এ খাি, দ্বসযে তাদিক ডো. আণল, প্রধাি ণিব লা ী কে লকতলা 

োুক আ দেে প্রেুখ। 
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ইইউ োষ্ট্রদতূ এমসিসিআই’ে গুলশান অসফি 

পসেদশ যন কেরলন 

 

বাাংলাদেদশ ণির্ুি ইউদিাপীয ইউণিযদিি (ইইউ) প্রণতণিণধেদলি িাষ্ট্রেতূ এইচ ই চাল লস ড াযাইটণল 

গতকাল ডেদরাপণলটি ডচম্বাি অব কোস ল অযান্ড ইন্ডাণিি গুলশাি অণেস পণিেশ লি কদিি। 

এেণসণসআই সভ্াপণত ডো. সাইেুল ইসলাদেি ডিতৃদে এেণসণসআই পণিচালিা পষ লদেি সেসযদেি 

একটট েল িাষ্ট্রেতূদক উষ্ণ অভ্যর্ লিা জ্ািাি। েদলি অিযািয সেসযিা  দলি ণসণিযি স -সভ্াপণত 

কােিাি টট. ি োি, স -সভ্াপণত  াণববুল্লা  এি. কণিে, পণিচালিা পষ লদেি সেসয আণিস এ খাি, 

দ্বসযে তাদিক ডো. আলী এবাং সণচব ডজ্িাদিল ও ণসইও োুক আ দেে। এেণসণসআই সভ্াপণত 

িাষ্ট্রেতূদক ধিযবাে জ্ািাি এবাং বাাংলাদেদশি আর্ লসাোজজ্ক উন্নযদি ইইউ-এি ভূ্ণেকা ও অবোদিি 

গভ্ীি প্রশাংসা কদিি। সসু্পষ্টভ্াদব ইইউি ইণবএ (এভ্ণিণর্াং বাট আে লস) কে লসূণচি োধযদে বাাংলাদেশ 

প্রাপ্ত সুণবধাি কর্া উদল্লখ কদিি র্া ডেশটটদক োণিদ্র্য কোদত, িািীি ক্ষেতাযিদক শজিশালী কিদত 

এবাং সাোজজ্ক উন্নযদি েৃশযোি অগ্রগণতদত স াযতা কদিদছ। 

িাষ্ট্রেতূ অতযি গ্র িদর্াগয এবাং পািস্পণিক স্বাদর্ লি সব ণবষদয গভ্ীিভ্াদব ডর্াগাদর্াগ কিদত আগ্র ী 

ণছদলি। ণতণি সিকাণি-ডবসিকাণি ও সুশীল সোদজ্ি সাংিাগুদলাি সক্ষেতা বৃজিি ওপিও ডজ্াি ডেি 

র্া এলণেণস গ্রযাজ্দুযশদিি িাণযে বজ্ায িাখাি জ্িয প্রদযাজ্ি  দব। ণতণি আশ্বস্ত কদিদছি, ইইউ 



উদৈগগুদলা অতযি বাস্তবসম্মতভ্াদব ডেখদব। িাষ্ট্রেতূ বাাংলাদেদশি অর্ লনিণতক রূপািি এবাং এ 

অঞ্চদল উচ্চোদিি িপ্তাণিদর্াগয পদিযি প্রশাংসা কদিি। সাংবাে ণবজ্ঞণপ্ত  
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এমসিসিআই কার্ যালয় পসেদশ যরন ইইউ োষ্ট্রদতূ  
ডেবরুযাণি ১৭, ২০২২  

 

 

বাাংলাদেদশ ণির্ুি ইউদিাপীয ইউণিযদিি (ইইউ) িাষ্ট্রেতূ চাল লস ড াযাইটণল গতকাল ডেদরাপণলটি 

ডচম্বাি অব কোস ল ইন্ডাণিি (এেণসণসআই) কার্ লালয পণিেশ লি কদিদছি। এ সেয তাদক স্বাগত 

জ্ািাি এেণসণসআই ডপ্রণসদেন্ট ডো. সাইেুল ইসলাে। আদিা উপণিত ণছদলি এেণসণসআইদযি 

ণসণিযি ভ্াইস ডপ্রণসদেন্ট কােিাি টট ি োি, ভ্াইস ডপ্রণসদেন্ট  াণববুল্লা  এি কণিে; ডবােল অব 

ণেদিক্টিদসি সেসয—আণিস এ খাি, দ্বসযে তাদিক ডো. আলী এবাং ডসদক্রটাণি ডজ্িাদিল ও ণসইও 

োুক আ দেে। এ সেয এেণসণসআই সভ্াপণত িাষ্ট্রেতূদক ধিযবাে জ্ািাি এবাং বাাংলাদেদশি 

আর্ লসাোজজ্ক উন্নযদি ইইউি ভূ্ণেকা ও অবোদিি গভ্ীি প্রশাংসা কদিি। এ সেয ইইউ িাষ্ট্রেতূ 

বাাংলাদেদশ ইইউি ণবণিদযাগদক উৎসাণ ত কিাি জ্িয ইচ্ছা প্রকাশ কদিি। পাশাপাণশ বাাংলাদেদশি 

বযবসাণযক পণিদবদশি উন্নণতদত স াযতা ণেদত ইইউি স দর্াণগতােূলক েদিাভ্াদবি কর্া জ্ািাি। 

 —ণবজ্ঞণপ্ত 


